
  

 

Sunday,  May 15, 2022 

Fifth Sunday of Easter 

 Sermon                   Always Choose Love               Pastor Rhonda 

Revelation 21:1-6 (Contemporary English version)  
 

I hope you’ll allow me to urge caution in our reading of the Bible, by 

recalling the gender of most of its writers, and the time frame in which 

it was written. The books of the Bible were written by men, simply 

because in those ancient days, it was men who were most likely to be 

educated, and most likely to have leadership roles in the community. In 

the Biblical narrative, few women’s names stand out. Ruth and Esther 

are the only two with books named for them, and it is very likely that 

even their stories were recorded in these books by men. Many women 

appear in the Bible, playing roles that either forward the story of the 

Israelite people, or impede it. But compared to men, most women in 

the Bible remain unnamed. 

 

In these ancient writings women are often defined in terms of their 

usefulness to men. That’s because generally they were not 

independent. Women began their lives as part of their father’s 

household until they married, at which time they became part of their 

husband’s household. In this way they at least found financial security, 

even if independence was not an option. Because the alternative for 

women who had no fathers, husbands or sons to support them, was to 

somehow survive on their own by whatever means they could. 
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There are two prevailing ways in which men found women useful in 

our Biblical narrative: short term pleasure, or long term service. In 

Proverbs these two types of women are contrasted as the iconic 

“loose woman,” and the “wife.” Proverbs warns against consorting 

with one, while encouraging the wise young man to build his future 

with the other. A good wife is the crown of her husband, but she who 

brings shame is like rottenness in his bones (Proverbs 12.4). A 

capable wife who can find? She is far more precious than jewels 

(Proverbs 31.10) For the lips of a loose woman drip honey, and her 

speech is smoother than oil; but in the end she is bitter as wormwood, 

sharp as a two-edged sword. Her feet go down to death; her steps 

follow the path to Sheol (Proverbs 5.3-5). The mouth of a loose 

woman is a deep pit; he with whom the Lord is angry falls into it 

(Proverbs 22.14). 

 

And lest we believe that this kind of thinking was left in ancient 

centuries, here are some 20th century expressions of the same good 

girl / bad girl dynamic; the choice between the girl that men have fun 

with, and the girl that men want to marry: 

 

Betty vs. Veronica from the Archie comic books - Betty is kind and 

helpful. Veronica is affluent and self-centered. Archie is repeatedly 

offered an archetypal choice between wholesome American values 

(as they were defined in the mid 20th century), and a more worldly 

decadence. 

 

Mary Ann vs. Ginger from the 1960s sitcom, Gilligan’s Island - one a 

wholesome farm girl in crop top and shorts; the other a sexy movie 

star who somehow managed to fashion a couture dress out of the 

shredded sail from the shipwrecked Minnow.   

 

Other pairings may come to mind, where one is the personification of 

virtue, the other the personification of vice. Placing them side by side 

invites us to recognize our preference. For men, the choice offered is 

which type of woman do you find more attractive. For women, the 

choice offered  is which type of woman are you drawn to become. Of 

course this is an oversimplification because there are more than two 

types of women. These are more like endpoints on a spectrum that 

highlights one set of characteristics that women possess. There are 
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many other characteristics that shape and define both women, men, 

and our non-binary family and friends. My point is that this choice 

continues to be embedded in the stories that we tell about ourselves. 

While Proverbs offered wise advice for young men making their way 

into the world, the prophet Hosea takes the warning against “loose” 

women to a whole different level by using the imagery of prostitution 

to disturb and challenge the whole Israelite people, as I suspect just 

hearing that word uttered in church may have disturbed some of you. 

Hosea was shocking his listeners to get their attention. 

 

The Israelites had a special relationship with their God, often 

described as a covenant. A covenant is a mutual agreement in which 

both parties pledge to remain faithful. Biblically, the concept of 

covenant is often compared to a marriage. Therefore, worshipping a 

different god, or putting politics and commerce before faith in the God 

of Israel, would be like cheating on your spouse.  Yes, marriage in 

those ancient days was most likely arranged. But today we are blessed 

to be able to marry freely, as the result of hard fought social and legal 

battles to overcome archaic thinking and choose love and inclusion as 

the new norm. Today, the covenanting partners are no longer the 

parents of the bride and groom. The commitment is between the 

couple entering the marriage. Be that a bride and groom, a bride and 

bride, or a groom and groom Hosea’s analogy still holds. If you cheat 

on your spouse, you violate the covenant, you break a sacred trust.  

 

Writing in the 8th century BCE, the prophet Hosea was concerned 

about Israel’s alliance with the Assyrian Empire, viewing the alliance 

as a rejection of the God of Israel.  He compared what Israel was 

doing to a cheating wife, fearing a bad outcome if the people didn’t 

change their ways. Calling all of Israel a “whore - Hosea speaks of the 

people being led astray, consulting oracles, and forsaking their God 

(Hosea 4.12). He then goes on to say, “Their deeds do not permit them 

to return to their God. For the unfaithful spirit is within them, and they 

do not know the Lord” (Hosea 5.4). 

 

Let me say again that it is important to recognize that Hosea is not 

talking about a woman having intimate relations outside of marriage, 

even though that is the framework in which he shares his prophecy. 

Hosea is calling out all of Israel for selling itself for the price of a 
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political and commercial alliance with the (Assyrian) Empire. In the 

end Hosea implores the people to take responsibility for their future 

by returning their faith to God. 

 

Women’s stories are not frequently told in the Bible. But women are 

frequently objectified in the telling of the Biblical story. Can you see 

from Proverbs and from Hosea how the images of virtuous or loose 

women are used to make a larger point? Feminine icons have been 

created to represent a particular set of characteristics and behaviors. 

But those characteristics are not limited to females, or to individuals. 

Whole communities can embody either virtue or vice. 

 

With all of that as backdrop, let us turn our attention to today’s 

passage from Revelation, in which we are introduced to the image of 

the bride. There she is again: the virtuous woman; the good girl; the 

one you marry. I hope her presence causes you to wonder, “Where is 

her counterpart?”  Our introduction to the bride’s counterpart came a 

little earlier in Revelation, in chapter 17 as the unvirtuous one called 

“Babylon.”   

 

“She” is not a woman at all, but the personification of the Roman 

Empire. Of course, John couldn’t name Rome in his letter to the 

seven churches because that would have put them in danger. He had 

to speak in code. Calling Rome “Babylon” evoked cultural 

memories of when the Israelite people were living in exile, forced to 

move away from their homeland by the super power that dominated 

that corner of the world during their ancestor’s lifetimes. The exile 

in Babylon challenged the people’s faith and was pivotal to their 

evolving understanding of who God is. This event shaped the 

Israelite people in ways that continued to resonate through the 

generations. Whether the readers of Revelation in John’s time were 

displaced Jewish people or gentile converts to the way of Jesus 

Christ, stories of Babylon would have continued to be part of their 

faith community’s story, and they would have understood what John 

meant with the word “Babylon.”   

 

Calling the Roman Empire out in this way also recalls Hosea’s 

warning. Remember, the strong words used in this context have 

nothing to do with intimacy and everything to do with selling out 
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one’s self in order to obtain the benefits of the empire. This sellout 

can happen in subtle, unrecognized ways. I offer as example for 

those of you who may be too young to remember Archie comics or 

1960s TV sitcoms, a 21st century pairing of women from the book 

(and film), “The Hunger Games” - Katniss Everdeen and Effie 

Trinket.     

 

In the fictitious nation of Panem, Katniss lives in one of twelve 

districts that produce goods for the few wealthy people who live in 

the Capital. Her family and neighbors struggle daily to stay alive. 

She is aware that the vast majority of Panem’s citizens will work 

their whole lives but remain in poverty so that a privileged few can 

live in luxury. In spite of what she’s endured, or maybe because of 

it, Katniss is willing to put herself in harm’s way to protect someone 

weaker, someone that she loves.   

 

Effie is from the Capitol, has benefited from the impoverishment of 

others, but is oblivious to the fact that her comfort is maintained by 

the suffering of so many. She has heard the story that Empire tells, 

about the need for sacrificing district children in the annual Hunger 

Games, and she accepts this story as reality. Why wouldn’t she?  It’s 

all she knows. She’s unable to see the world from any perspective 

other than the lens of her own experience. She helps maintain the 

status quo by serving the empire.  

 

Just as Hosea used imagery to shine a light on Israel’s infidelity, the 

genres of dystopian and science fiction are brilliant in this regard. 

They can help us see the social structures we’re immersed in more 

clearly, without being blinded by guilt or shame, simply by begin-

ning their fictional story with a phrase like, “A long time ago in a 

galaxy far, far, away…” 

 

The thing about empire that we all need to see is that, whether we 

are enslaved by it or benefit from it, we are all trapped in it. The 

only way out is to trade the structure of empire for a new way of 

ordering human society. Our choice in Revelation is depicted as 

female icons: the prostitute or the bride.  We can choose Babylon, 

the code name for Rome and every other empire that benefits a 

small, wealthy portion of its population. Or we can choose the bride, 
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the code name for a very different city - the New Jerusalem; the city 

of God. In the city of God there is no suffering, no pain, no 

persecution; but a new way for people to live in community; a way 

that is fair to everyone. 

 

John of Patmos wrote to ensure seven isolated worship communities 

that they had a choice between living as citizens of the Empire in 

which they were immersed, or as citizens of God’s New Jerusalem. 

The choice of which we dwell in - as individuals and in community - 

remains ours today: Babylon or New Jerusalem; Effie or Katniss; 

Ginger or Mary Ann.   

 

My prayer is that we all take an honest look in the mirror to see 

which we more closely resemble, as individuals, and as the Grace 

church community of faith.   

 

My prayer is that we choose wisely and compassionately which we 

would like to become. 

 

My prayer is that we will always choose love.   

 

Ashé and Amen   

 
Pastor Rhonda 
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Scripture 
Revelation 21:1-6 

 

The New Heaven and the New Earth 

 

I saw a new heaven and a new earth. The first heaven and the first 

earth had disappeared, and so had the sea. Then I saw New 

Jerusalem, the holy city, coming down from God in heaven. It was 

like a bride dressed in her wedding gown and ready to meet her 

husband. 

 

I heard a loud voice shout from the throne: 

God's home is now with his people. He will live with them, and 

they will be his own. Yes, God will make his home among his 

people. He will wipe all tears from their eyes, and there will be no 

more death, suffering, crying, or pain. These things of the past are 

gone forever. 

 

Then the one sitting on the throne said: 

I am making everything new. Write down what I have said. My 

words are true and can be trusted. Everything is finished! I am 

Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. I will freely give 

water from the life-giving fountain to everyone who is thirsty. 
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